Initial attitude acquisition in-orbit status of ALSAT-2A remote sensing satellite
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Abstract: - In this paper we present the in orbit performance during the initial attitude acquisition, immediately after separation from the final stage of the launcher, until the satellite converges toward a sun pointing. On 12th July 2010 ALSAT-2A microsatellite was launched into a 670 km sun synchronous orbit, with a solar local time at an ascending node of 22h15.

In the initial acquisition mode or even in the safe mode, only sun sensors and magnetometer are used for attitude determination. Knowing that, the satellite once is separated from the launcher it starts tumbling. So, as to detumble the satellite, a strategy consisting of three phases is set. The first phase consists on reducing the velocity using only the magnetorquers, until reaching the threshold angular momentum of 0.05 Nms, once this is done, the second phase is automatically enabled in such a way, the four reaction wheels are ON and speed up to get an angular momentum of -0.15 Nms along the satellite x-axis. At the end of this phase the satellite is completely detumbled and a third phase is carried out, in which the satellite minus X axis is pointed toward sun with a small rotation.
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1 Introduction

Algeria, under the leadership of the Algerian Space Agency ASAL has set up a know how transfer program to develop a space observation system called ALSAT-2. ALSAT-2 system is a constellation of two identical satellites ALSAT-2A and ALSAT-2B. It delivers a high resolution products consisting of a 2.5m resolution for the panchromatic band, and a 10m resolution for the four multispectral bands, with a 17.5km swath for both modes [1]. It has been launched by PSLV-C15 on 12th July 2010 from Sriharikota, Chennai (India) at 03h52’ UT. In this paper we describe the main initial attitude performances from the first contact during the LEOP phase until the convergence of the first acquisition mode in such a way that the solar array is completely pointed toward sun with an angular momentum. The control is done first via three magnetorquers after that four reaction wheels are activated to enhance the angular momentum to overcome the external disturbing torques giving the satellite the ability to converge toward an attitude in which the satellite minus X-axis is opposite to the sun direction.

Fig. 1 In-flight configuration of ASAT-2A.

2 Satellite Description

The structural system of ALSAT-2A has a rectangular configuration for a total satellite mass of 120kg. It consists of payload, and platform. In addition, a deployable wing solar panel is mounted on the –Ysat sidewall of the satellite as shown in Fig 1 [2].

The platform part is made up of three plates and four walls and rods. The four walls are made of
honeycomb alloy panels to support the equipments. It is composed of an attitude determination and control subsystem (ADCS), a communication subsystem composed of an X-band chain dedicated for image data downlink and an S-band chain for telemetry and command data. A power subsystem consisting of a GaAs solar array of 180 W, and a 15 Ah Li-ion battery equipped with a management and distribution module, a thermal subsystem, a mono propellant propulsion subsystem having four thrusters, and a GPS navigation system. All are mounted on the four walls [3].

Fig.2 ALSAT-2A in deployable configuration.

3 Acquisition and Safe Hold mode (MAS)

This is the mode to perform initial attitude acquisition, after launcher separation, and attitude recovery, following failure detected. The Safe Hold mode aims to ensure spacecraft safety without any ground support [4].

The main design requirements of this mode are:

- To orientate the solar panels and the –Xsat face towards the sun in order to guarantee the generation of electrical power and the payload safehold (thermal control).
- To ensure a slow rotation around the X-axis for thermal reasons.
- To guarantee autonomy from the ground.
- To increase reliability, avoiding use of equipment already used in other modes.

The MAS mode is based on:

- The angular rate estimation based on magnetometer measurements and on the sun direction when available.
- The estimation of the sun direction and the direction of the eclipse using sun sensors.

- A gyroscopic stiffness around X-axis provided by the four reaction mounted in a pyramidal configuration, to ensure dynamic stability despite disturbing torque especially in eclipse.
- MTB (magnetorquer bars) used to control the direction of X-axis with respect to the sun. The magnetic momentum command is defined using the magnetic field direction provided by the magnetometer.

This acquisition and safehold mode is organized in 3 phases as shown in Fig 3.

- **Phase 1**: in this phase the satellite is tumbling at high rates. So, in order to reduce these rates we call for MTB’s. The angular momentum is compared to a threshold of 0.05 Nm, and it should fulfill a 1500 sec duration so as to move to the next phase.
- **Phase 2**: it consists on spinning the 4 wheels at a commanded speed reaching a -0.15 Nm along the x-axis. The difference between the total angular momentum and the commanded angular momentum is compared to a threshold of 0.05 Nm, with a minimum time of 300 sec, to go to the third phase.
- **Phase 3**: once the satellite is within an acceptable angular momentum, it is then pointed toward sun along its – x-axis.

4 Control law design

As presented previously the Safe Hold mode is organized in 3 submodes or phases and the control law corresponding to each mode is described as follows:

4.1 Detumble submode

It is aimed to reduce the initial rates by magnetic damping, in which the two magnetic commands are
controlled to reduce the angular momentum of the satellite. The first magnetic momentum $\vec{M}_{1}$ is determined from the derived earth magnetic field $\vec{B}$. The second command $\vec{M}_{2}$ is derived from the estimated satellite angular momentum $\vec{H}_{SAT}$ such that:

$$\vec{M} = \vec{M}_{1} + \vec{M}_{2} = -I_{SAT} \vec{B} \left( -\frac{\vec{H}_{SAT}}{\tau_{12}} \right) + \vec{B} + \frac{\vec{B} \wedge (\vec{H}_{SAT} \wedge \vec{B})}{B^{2}}$$

(1)

Where:

- $\vec{M}$ : Total magnetic momentum.
- $\vec{M}_{1}$ : First term of the magnetic momentum.
- $\vec{M}_{2}$ : Second term of the magnetic momentum.
- $I_{SAT}$ : Satellite inertia.
- $\vec{B}$ : Earth magnetic field.
- $\vec{B}$ : Derived earth magnetic field.
- $\vec{H}_{SAT}$ : Satellite angular momentum.
- $\tau_{11}$ : Filter time constant (first term).
- $\tau_{12}$ : Filter time constant (second term).

4.2 Reaction wheels spinning submode

This is a transition phase having as an objective to spin up the wheels creating an angular momentum about the X-axis to give the satellite sufficient stability in order to be ready for the sun acquisition phase. In this phase, command the MTB with the following:

$$\vec{M} = \vec{M}_{3} + \vec{M}_{4} = \frac{\vec{B} \wedge \left( \vec{H}_{TOT} - \vec{H}_{cmd} \right)}{\tau_{31}}$$

(3)

Where:

- $\vec{M}$ : Total magnetic momentum.
- $\vec{M}_{3}$ : First term of the magnetic momentum.
- $\vec{M}_{4}$ : Second term of the magnetic momentum.
- $\vec{H}_{cmd}$ : Commanded angular momentum.
- $\vec{H}_{TOT}$ : Total angular momentum (satellite + reaction wheel angular momentum).
- $\vec{S}$ : Solar direction unit vector.
- $\tau_{31}$ : Filter time constant (first term).
- $\tau_{32}$ : Filter time constant (second term).

5 In-Orbit results and discussion

ALSAT-2A has been launched by PSLV-15 on July 12th at 03:52:00 UTC, the injection of the satellite from the launcher occurred 04:11 about 1140 seconds. At this moment, the satellite is tumbling at < 3 deg/s on the three axes. At the 1800th second, the solar array was automatically deployed and the initial acquisition mode starts. The main performance requirements of this mode are:

- The convergence duration shall be less than 18000 sec.
- The minus X-Sat axis shall be pointed toward sun better than 30 deg once the satellite is in the convergence phase.

In this section, we shall present the in-orbit results obtained from the telemetry, to show the
performances, and how they fulfill the stated requirements. We should notice here that the time used is the OBC (On board computer) time before we made synchronization.

Fig 4. Angular rates vs the initial acquisition sub-modes.

MAS convergence is attained in minimal time, thanks to small angular rate at injection. According to Fig 4, that illustrates the evolution of the angular rates issued from the magnetometer and the sun sensors measurements we notice that the initial rates were about 0.01 deg/sec and the duration of the first phase was 1502sec lower than the duration obtained during simulations. This is mainly due the rate of separation that was about 1deg/sec. Now regarding the peaks observed they occur at the eclipse exit, but the rates converge rapidly.

Fig 5. Sun pointing and solar array pointing vs initial acquisition sub-modes.

Fig 5, shows the evolution of the minus X-sat direction toward sun (sun pointing) and the solar array pointing, just after satellite injection. During the first submodes the high amplitude of the sun pointing error, but at the beginning of the third phase the pointing starts to converge and leads to under 30 deg for both parameters during the third phase.

Fig 6. Estimated sun direction vs initial acquisition sub-modes.

Now, regarding the estimated solar direction as displayed in Fig 6. We notice that during the first two submodes an important variation of the estimated angle between the minus Xsat axis and the solar direction from the initial acquisition throughout the activation of the reaction wheels until the third phase where the convergence leads toward an acceptable.

Fig 7. Normalized angular momentum vs initial acquisition sub-modes.

The angular momentum and its normalized value are illustrated in Fig 7, and Fig 8, for the first submode we can notice that the angular momentum amplitude is under 0.05 Nms and the transition to next phase starts with a peak values this is mainly due to the spin up of the four wheels by creating the angular momentum. The third submode is enabled
once and the transition criterion ($\|\hat{H}_{\text{sat}} - \hat{H}_{\text{cmd}}\| < 0.05 Nm$ during 300 sec) is satisfied and we can notice the appearance of peak values caused by changing the control laws from submode to another.

Fig 8. Angular momentum vs initial acquisition sub modes.

OBC time synchronisation has been done in the converged submode corresponding to the July 12th, 2010. The converged MAS mode behaviour is illustrated in Fig 9 displaying the angular rates and the eclipse state, two peaks are observed at beginning of the eclipse phase because of the lack of sun sensors measurement, only magnetometer measurements are available in the eclipse phase.

Fig 9. Angular rates vs Eclipse state.

As for the angular rates, and after OBC synchronisation the angular momentum is within its specified values along the three axis (the criterion of $\|\hat{H}_{\text{sat}} - \hat{H}_{\text{cmd}}\| < 0.05 Nm$ is respected). The two peak values observed during this period corresponds to the positions when entering eclipse regions, but these peaks are quickly absorbed due to the high torque generated by the four wheels mounted in pyramidal configuration, and hence generating more torques.

Fig 10. Angular momentum.

Table 1. MAS sub modes duration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predicted duration (sec)</th>
<th>In flight duration (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS phase 1</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS phase 2</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS phase 3</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>38900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(convergence better than 30 deg)

Fig 11. shows the sun pointing error with respect to the direction of the sun during MAS convergence. Intervals with 90 deg pointing error corresponds to the satellite passing through earth shade.
The convergence of this mode was successfully reached in a minimum time lower than the predicted duration during the design, and satellite was able to go to the next mode.
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Fig 11. Sun pointing error during the converged initial acquisition sub modes.

Even after convergence is attained, pointing error greater than 10 deg is periodically observed during short periods. This error is caused by solar reflection when entering daytime light, which perturbs the estimation of direction.

As it is depicted in Fig 12, the behaviour of the wheels throughout all the initial attitude acquisition submodes from the wheel activation until the constant speed leading to the convergence state under 30 deg pointing error.

Fig 12. Reaction wheels speed vs initial acquisition sub modes.

4 Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to represent the flight results during the initial acquisition mode from launcher separation until satellite sun pointing, where the main performances were depicted and discussed.